This paper presents results from work in progress on finding a method for specification and formal verification of realtime concurrent systems incorporating a non-trivial data component. To model such systems, we use the real-time process algebra MTCCS, a Timed CCS variant, enhanced with a data manipulation model. Our verification method is based on the dual-language approach in which temporal logic is used to state properties over system models defined in some operational specification language. To obtain representations that allow the application of model checking, MTCCS specifications are transformed into XTGraphs, an extension of timed automata that allows the symbolic description of data. This paper discusses the specification language MTCCS and its translation to XTGraphs.
Introduction
In the verification of finite state systems, promising results have been reported in the application of model checking. Especially symbolic [6] and compositional techniques [4] , have shown that verification of quite large systems is possible. These techniques are aimed at avoiding the state space explosion caused by interleaving of parallel processes. In recent years, real-time model checking techniques have been introduced [12, 26, 17] . These techniques focus on restraining the state space explosion originating from a system's timing aspects. While succesful in the verification of hardware systems, model checking has been less succesful in the verification of software systems. This is partly due to the fact that complex data components play a much more prominent role in software systems. Data components are the third major factor in the state space explosion problem, for which solutions have to be found. Our work is aimed at finding a verification technique that deals with all three aspects of state space complexity: interleaving, timing and data. The work presented here involves two aspects of such a technique. First the formal system specification language MTCCS is described. After that a transformation is described, which leads to a representation to which model checking techniques can be applied.
MTCCS [15, 18] (Model-oriented Timed Calculus of Communicating Systems), is a formal specification language aimed at defining real-time concurrent systems with a non-trivial data component. It is based on Timed CCS [31] , a timed version of the process algebra notation CCS [21] . Timed CCS is combined with VDM-SL [14, 13] , the specification language of VDM (Vienna Development Methodology), to allow manipulation of data components. MTCCS is based on earlier work on a language called MOSCA [27, 28, 29] .
Our method for verifying property specifications will be based on model checking, which allows verification of temporal logic properties in a highly automatic manner. To apply model checking (especially symbolic model checking), typically a timed automaton-based system representation is needed. MTCCS specifications are therefore transformed into such a representation. This formalism, which we called XTGraphs (extended timed graphs), is a variant of timed automata [3] , enhanced to symbolically represent data components. This two-phased approach to verification of process algebra specifications has been applied before (ATP [23] , ET-LOTOS [8] ), but not to formalisms that incorporate the formal definition of data components. The resulting XTGraph models are intended to serve as input for the subsequent symbolic model checking step. A secondary benefit of our transformation is that the resulting XTGraphs can be used as basis for other analysis techniques like simulation, or for the implementation of specifications. Figure 1 presents an overview of how the work presented in this paper fits together. MTCCS specifications are mapped to a core syntax representation, on which the semantics of MTCCS is based. MTCCS specifications in core syntax form are transformed to XTGraphs. The correctness of our transformation is proved by constructing an equivalence relation between transition systems defined by the MTCCS semantics and transition systems defined by the XTGraph semantics. This relation is a strong equivalence [21] , which is proved in [19] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses and defines our system specification formalism, section 3 presents the intermediate graph formalism, and section 4 gives the transformation. The final section describes how the work presented in this paper fits in a complete verification method, and briefly discusses complementary techniques that could be used to realize such a method.
It is assumed that the reader is more or less acquainted with VDM-SL. Throughout this paper VDM-SL is used to specify syntactic and semantic domains and semantic functions.
The MTCCS notation
This section gives an overview of the formal specification language MTCCS. MTCCS is the result of the merging of a process definition formalism (based on Timed CCS) and a data description formalism (VDM-SL).
Overview of the language
An MTCCS specification describes four aspects of systems of communicating processes: their data-containment, their functional behaviour, their process-structure and their behaviour in time. Associated with these aspects are the following MTCCS constructions: data type and state definitions, functions and operations on data, agent definitions, and timed actions. The former two are taken from VDM-SL, while the process and time aspects are based on Timed CCS.
The basic structuring element in the MTCCS model of a system is a process, called agent. The action sequence associated with an agent is called its behaviour. An overview of outer syntax constructions for specifying the behaviour of agents is shown in figure 2 .
The first four constructions are prefix expressions, which are used to describe sequential behaviour. The timed in prefix and the timed out prefix are the timed prefixes from Timed CCS. These are CCS prefixes enhanced with a time variable that records the time between enabling and execution of the action.
Time identifiers of timed prefix constructions may occur as free variable within the behaviour expression following the operator. After taking the action of the prefix construction the actual value of the variable t is substituted in each free occurrence of the identifier within the behaviour expression following the operator. The If expression allows conditional behaviour specification steered by data conditions. An expression if x = 1 then A else B behaves as A if x = 1 , and behaves as B otherwise. The evaluation of the expression is performed immediately.
The guard construction can be used to define processes that block on data conditions. The expression when x = 1 do A delays until x becomes 1, and then immediately continues to behave as A.
An Agent instantiation expression defines the parameterized instantiation of behaviour expressions. A Let expression allows the definition of local value bindings, either fixed or loose. For example, in let x = 3 in Ahxi the value 3 is bound to the identifier x in a deterministic way. The VDM component also allows loose expressions. In let x = ( let v 2 f 1 ; 2 ; 3 g in v) in Ahxi x is non-deterministically given a value. It may be either 1, 2, or 3. Looseness is also very useful to express delays that are not fixed but are defined as a value from some interval. At the top level, an MTCCS specification constists of one or more (global) agent definitions, and an initial behaviour expression. Global agents can only be instantiated in the initial behaviour expression. The initial behaviour expression can thus be seen as defining the main process structure. A global agent has a state and a number of local agents. The latter have no local state, but share the state of the global agent. They can only be instantiated from within the global agent they are defined in.
A global agent definition consists of a name, a port specification specifying type information for the actions of the agent, a state specification, a series of local agent definitions, and a behaviour expression defining its behaviour. Furthermore a value part is specified, which allows parametrised instantiation of the agent. A local agent is defined by a value part and a behaviour expression.
To express properties of MTCCS specifications we use a variant of TCTL (timed computation tree logic) [1] . The form of the property specification language is not relevant for the work presented here and therefore not further elaborated. A formal definition of it can be found in [18] . Figure 3 shows a small example MTCCS specification of a discrete clock. The first line states the agent heading, which is parameterized on the tick-length, typed through its value part hRi. The next two lines define two communication ports, the port reset and the port time. The agent Clock holds its current reading in the typed state variable reading.
A small example
The behaviour of the agent is specified through two agent behaviour definitions, Clock and RClock. Clockhti is activated on a synchronization on the time action. After performing the action, the remaining delay (t d) is taken.
Core abstract syntax
The core syntax of the process component of MTCCS is defined by the abstract domains given in figure 4 . It forms the base syntax on which the MTCCS semantics are defined. The exact form of the data component (VDM-SL) is not relevant for the work presented here and is therefore omitted from this papers. The full definition of the core syntax of VDM-SL can be found in [13] .
The core domain Spec defines a set of (global) agents, defined by ProcDef syntax constructs, and an initial behaviour. At abstract syntax level, there are two types of parallel compositions, one corresponding to a composition of global agents (GPar), and one corresponding to a composition of local agents (LPar). The first can only be used in the initial behaviour expression, while the latter is used in behaviour expressions in agents. Likewise, there are two types of agent instantiations (GAgent and LAgent). Wait and Delay are core syntax domains without an outer syntax counterpart. They are intermediate forms, used in the semantics to give meaning to the passing of time.
Semantics
The semantics of MTCCS consists of two components; an operational semantics of the process part, and a denotational semantics of the data manipulation part. The latter is embodied by (a subset of) VDM-SL and is not discussed in this paper, but can be found in [13] . To be able to define the operational semantics of the process part, only the 'interface' between the two semantics needs to be defined. EnvT is defined as follows:
EnvT represents trees of environments, which are patterned after the process structure. As can be seen from the semantics rules given below, every parallel composition causes the local environment to split, creating a local environment for each subprocess. A choice may also cause the local environment to split, but this is only temporary. The reason for this is that some actions do not resolve the choice, but do already change the local environments of the components of the choice. The store environment is only split in case of a global parallel composition (GPar), since local agents share the state environment of the global agent they are defined in.
The interface between the operational semantics and the denotational semantics consists of two components; the evaluation of state manipulations, and the evaluation of value expressions. This interface is realized by the semantical function eval which is defined as follows:
In the case of a state manipulation, the semantical function takes a Statement and returns a set of (semantical) state transformers. A state transformer takes a local environment and a store environment and returns a new store environment. In the case a value expression (VExpr) is evaluated a set of evaluators is returned. Each evaluator takes a local and a store environment and returns a value.
A transition relation R S S is a set of transitions (s ; l; s 0 ), where l 2 is a transition label. The set of transition labels is defined as follows: (2) bindings of process identifiers to behaviour expressions is left implicit in the semantic rules. This environment is assumed to be created by the SPEC rule and is used in the LAGENT, and GAGENT rules. After performing a action a transition system state is reached defined by the the continuation behaviour B, an unchanged , and a Store updated according to .
The next three rules define the semantics of the idle prefix. The first rule (IDLE1) defines the action that captures the evaluation of the value expression denoting the delay. The evaluation of the expression results in a set of evaluators.
Applying an evaluator to and results in a delay value d. The action results in a state containing the abstract syntax construction Wait which holds the semantic value of the delay (d) and the continuation behaviour. IDLE2 describes the effect of delaying: with every delay action () the delay value of the Wait construct is decreased with . IDLE3 defines the final delay action that completes the idling corresponding to the idle construct. The separate action corresponding to the evaluation of the delay expression (IDLE1) is needed because the value of the expression may change due to other processes changing the global state.
The semantics of the external action prefixes are defined by the next four rules. ACTDELAY1 defines the transformation of an action construct (InAct or OutAct) into a delay construct which contains the original action construct and a value corresponding to the accumulated idle time. The latter is initialized to zero. ACTDELAY2 rule defines the actual delaying. A delay action causes the delay value to be increased with the amount time that is delayed. The 2 The dual rule is not shown other two rules correspond to the actual execution of the input or output actions. The execution of an input action (INACT) results in an updated local definitions environment. The variable v is bound the the value corresponding to the input action (val), and the variable t is bound to d, the accumulated delay value. When performing an output action (OUTACT), the accumulated delay value is also bound to the time variable. Furthermore, the output value (val) is obtained by evaluating the expression corresponding the output action (e).
The rule for the let construction is straightforward. A action is performed resulting in an updated local definitions environment 0 in which the binding defined by the let expression is captured.
The rule corresponding to the local agent instantiation (LAGENT) uses the earlier mentioned Behav function to obtain the agent instantiation corresponding to a ProcId. A new local definitions environment is created containing only the binding that is the result of the value part of the agent instantiation. The store environment is left unchanged. The global agent instantiation rule (GAGENT) is similar to that of local agents, but also initializes the store environment.
The semantics rules of the guard (GUARD1-3) capture the fact that a guard whose condition is satisfied, is removed together with the first (non-delay) action of the subsequent behaviour expression. This is what the first rule effects. The second rule defines the passing of time in case the condition is not satisfied, and the third rule defines that a guarded expression way pass time if the subsequent behaviour expression can.
The semantics of the if expression is captured by rules IF1 and IF2. An if expression performs a action resulting in the continuation behaviour that corresponds the value of the condition. Again the evaluation of the expression is modeled by a separate action, because the store can be updated by other processes, causing the value of the condition to change.
The semantics of the choice expression is defined by four rules. CHOICE1 effects a splitting of the environment, one for each side of the choice. This is needed because not all actions resolve the choice, but may add local definitions (for example the action of an idle construct). The splitting is resolved as soon as an external action or a action is performed on either side of the choice. The second rule describes the effect of these actions. If a branch can perform such an action, the whole choice can perform that action, resolving the choice. CHOICE3 describes the idling of a choice construct, while the fourth rule defines the effect of a action, which does not resolve the choice.
Parallel composition is described by means of four rules. There is a set of rules for the global parallel composition and one for the local parallel composition. The only difference is that the local variant only splits the local definitions environment, while the global variant also splits the store environment. The first rules initialise these splittings: LPAR1 splits in to equivalent environments, and GPAR1 also splits . LPAR2 and GPAR2 describe the effect of performing actions that are not communications or delays, LPAR3 and GPAR3 capture communication, and LPAR4 and GPAR4 define how time may pass. From the latter two rules it can be seen that a parallel composition can only idle if no or actions are enabled, which is expressed by hPar(B 1 ; B 2 ); 1 2 ; i ; 6-!. This enforces the urgency of and actions; if such an action is enabled, it is performed immediately. The use of a negative premises may in general lead to inconsistencies in the resulting transition system [10] . Our use of a negative premise in LPAR4 and GPAR4 can easily be proved correct following the approach given in [10] .
RESTRICT and RELAB are the standard CCS rules for restriction and relabeling. x[rel] denotes the application of the relabeling rel to action x. The Null agent can only idle, which is expressed by NULL.
The semantics given here is not complete as it does account for the fact that the evaluation of value expressions may result in erroneous values. Therefore also a number of divergence rules are defined which describe the behaviour in case erroneous values or type inconsistencies are encountered. The complete set of semantics rules is given in [18] .
XTGraphs
XTGraphs can be viewed as an extension of timed automata [1] . A timed automaton is a finite state transition graph equipped with a finite set of continuous clocks which all run at the same rate. Transitions may reset clocks and are guarded by means of clock constraints referring to current values of the clocks. XTGraphs are timed automata extended with capabilities to operate on data, by adding data manipulations and data constraints to transitions.
Many variants of timed automata exists. Differences between these approaches often stem from the way the passing of time is constrained. Timed Safety Automata [12] have constraints associated with locations. For example a
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constraint X 3 forces the system to move from that location before the constraint becomes false. Timed Graphs [23] have a divergence condition div 2 f true; falseg associated with each location. A divergence condition true indicates that the system may always remain in the corresponding location. If the divergence condition is false, then time may only pass if this does not lead to a state in which no more actions are possible.
We use yet another approach in which time may only pass, if no actions are enabled. This means that every enabled action is performed immediately, without letting time pass. This results in a simple time model that fits well to models defined by closed MTCCS specifications, since in a closed system all actions are internal and therefore urgent. Urgent actions are performed immediately upon enabling. This restriction is not fundamental, since one could easily extend the XTGraph model to also allow external actions. As a consequence, time constraints are always lower bounds on clock values.
When enhancing timed automata with data, choices have to be made on how to incorporate the data component. Our approach to adding a data model is analogous to the approach used for MTCCS. We again assume a denotational semantics interface with the data model. Other approaches usually embed the data model in the operational semantics (for example [11, 16] ). An advantage of our model is that it does not make many assumptions on the form of the data model, only its abstract interface is defined. This allows us to use the existing data model of VDM. Important for us is that our model fits very closely to the data model of MTCCS. This allows us to concentrate on the operational part of our models, abstracting to some extend from the data manipulation part.
First a general version of an XTGraph is defined for which little assumptions are made on how data is modeled. After that, a specific interpretation focused on our type of system models is given.
Manipulation of data is modeled by adding environment updates to edges. Furthermore, data-dependent behaviour is modeled by associating data constraints with edges. An XTGraph is a tuple hL; l 0 ; X ; T ; Ei, where L is a set of locations, with initial location l 0 X is a set of clocks T : L ! S assigns a type signature to every location E is a set of edges: E L L A U C where A is a set of action labels S is the set of tuples of sorts. S is the set of sorts. C is the set of constraints (on clocks and data). U is the set of state updates (clocks resets and data manipulations) States of an XTGraph transition system are tuples hl; vi 2 L Envir, where l is the location, and v is an environment defined as follows: At this stage, we do not commit to a data model, but only define the format of the interface. This interface is embodied by two denotational semantic functions: one for the evaluation of state and clock updates and one for the evaluation of constraints:
Note that loose state updates are possible: the evaluation of an update returns a set of state transformers.
We can now define the semantics of XTGraphs. In the following, [ The first rule states that a transition corresponding to an edge is executed if its constraint is satisfied. As a consequence, the state is updated according to the state update belonging to the edge. According to the second rule, time may pass in a location as long as no actions are enabled.
A tailored interpretation of XTGraphs
Because the graphs resulting from our expansions have some specific characteristics, we use a interpretation of the XTGraphs defined above, which is less general and more tailored towards the kind of models that result from expansion of MTCCS specifications.
The data component of the environment consists of two parts: a store environment and a local definitions environment. The store environment is a single mapping from variables to values, whereas the local definitions environment is explicitly split into components according to the process structure of the system. Unlike an MTCCS specification does an XTGraph describe a global model of a system. As a consequence, the selection of proper local definition environments has to be made explicit. Therefore local definition environments are identified by 'process identifiers' (PId's). Local parallel compositions in the specifications cause the local definitions environment to change dynamically. The store environment can be modeled as a single valuation, because its form is determined in the initial behaviour expression.
When expanding an MTCCS specification, exactly one clock will be needed for each process, since within a single sequential MTCCS process, all timing constraints are local, that is, defined between two succesive actions. For this reason we simply use process identifiers to identify clocks. The resulting environment then looks as follows: We can also define specific forms for updates (U ) and constraints (C ). Figure 7 presents A constraint c 2 C is a set of clock constraints (CCon) and data constraints (DCon). A clock constraint (pid ; var) represents an inequality of the form clock variable (remember that pids identify clocks). These constraints originate from idle expressions. A data constraint (pid ; con) is a VDM-SL value expression (con), together with a pid indicating in which local definitions environment the constraint is evaluated. A data constraint originates from an if expression.
Finally, the evaluation functions EvalU and EvalC have to be defined. They are fairly straightforward. Appendix A presents VDM-SL definitions of these functions.
The transformation
This chapter discusses the transformation of MTCCS specifications to XTGraphs. Similar transformations have been defined for real-time process algebras without data (ATP [22, 23] , a subset of ET-LOTOS [8] ). Schreiber [25] describes a transformation from value-passing CCS to parameterized graphs, a graph representation equipped with symbolic data values. In [5] a similar transformation is described for the value passing process algebra CRL. Both latter approaches deal with non-real-time systems.
The expansion is defined by a set of interference rules. Given an MTCCS specification, the set of edges of the corresponding XTGraph is defined by the smallest set of edges satisfying the interference rules. In the rules These constructs may be superscripted with a process identifier, which is done to make sure that the correct local definitions environment is selected. We assume that identifiers can always be recognized as either belonging to the state or as being used for a local definition. This can be ensured by the mapping from the outer syntax to the core syntax.
To ensure that the translation terminates, the (control space of the) system has to be finite state. For this reason we do not allow recursion through the parallel composition operator, the restriction operator, and the relabeling operator, which is a commonly applied restriction. As mentioned before, we define the transformation for closed MTCCS specifications. This results in a simpler XTGraph model and does not impose any severe restrictions, since the non-deterministic environment that comes with an open system can easily be modeled by an MTCCS specification. Furthermore when analyzing systems, one is likely to also constrain the behaviour of the environment of the system to be able to proof desired properties. The graph that results from the transformation has thus only two transition labels: and . In the rules, additional labels are used that are needed to build communication actions:
A label l?(;v;t;d), where is l is a mtccs synchronization label, a process identifier, and t, d are variable identifiers A label l!(;e;t;d), where e is a value expression Let Spec be an MTCCS specification. Then G = ( L ; l 0 ; X ; T ; E ) is the corresponding expanded graph of which the set of edges E consists of the subset reachable from Spec:Behaviour of the set of edges defined by the smallest set of symbolic transitions satisfying the inference rules given in figure 8 . The initial state l 0 corresponds to 3 v is a new variable 4 0 is a new PId 5 The dual rule is not shown 6 The rule for l!e; t; -; c is analogous and therefore not shown enhanced with a clock constraint CCon(1; v) (denoting Clock(1) v), and a clock reset Res(1). Square brackets are used to represent constraints. Note that 1 is the value of the process identifier which also used to identify the relevant clock.
IN and OUT are the rules for the input and output actions. An InAct location has symbolic transition without update and constraint and an action label l?(;v;t;0), in which l denotes the action label, the process identifier, v the input variable, and t the time variable. This kind of edge will never be present in the eventual XTGraph, since we only deal with closed system. For an OutAct location analogous symbolic transitions are defined by the OUT rule.
The rules for the let construction and the If construction, LET and IF1 and IF2 are straightforward. The latter create two outgoing symbolic transitions from an If location, one with a constraint equal to that of the If expression, and a second one with the negation of this constraint.
The rules associated with the global and local agent instantiation (GAGENT , LAGENT introduce an update of the current local definitions environment corresponding to the value part.
The rule for the guard construct (GRD ) simply adds a contstraint to symbolic transitions of the construct that is guarded.
CH1 , CH2 , and CH3 deal with symbolic transitions from Choice locations. The first rule effects the splitting of the local definition environment, for which a new process identifier 0 is introduced. CH2 defines symbolic transitions that do not resolve the choice, whereas CH3 defines those that do.
The next four rules concern the parallel composition. PAR1G and PAR1L initialize the parallel compositions, and PAR2 define the transitions associated with non-communication actions PAR3 deserves some more discussion. [not(con)] Split (1, 2) [con]
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Res (1) Res (3) (a (x ) ? t idle(y) (y: = 1 ) ) jidle(1) a(2) Finally we will give the expansion of the clock example given in section 2. To obtain a closed specification, an environment is constructed which performs external actions at random times: The parallel composition with the example system of figure 3 with the above environment system results in the expansion given in figure 11 . For clarity several updates have been omitted from edges. In this case, such an edge has the same labels as other edges in parallel with the edge. Also we have used a more convenient and less precise notation for updates and constraints. u,v, and w are new variables introduced by the transformation, c1,c2, and c3 are clocks. Again one can see that a lot of superfluous actions are present in the graph. Optimization would lead to a much smaller graph. For example the splits do not need to be modeled by separate actions.
As can be seen in the above examples, the transformation introduces a number of actions that could easily be taken together with other actions. These are often actions that are associated with the evaluation of value expressions. The reason that these evaluations are modeled as separate actions is that the value expressions may contain data elements that could be changed by another parallel process. In practice however, this is often not the case. For example in let x = 3 in(: : : ) the evaluation of the expression can safely be taken together with the subsequent action. There are some more possibilities for optimization. An implementation of the expansion would probably include the following optimizations:
actions associated with idle, if, let and agentinst constructs do not have to be modeled by separate transitions if the value expression they evaluate do not refer to store variables.
Environment splits do not have to modeled by separate actions. Splitting the environment as a consequence of choice constructs is often not needed. The local environment associated with the branch that is not taken can be discarded.
In [19] a more elaborate discussion of optimizations can be found.
Applying the expansion to a closed MTCCS specification without recursion through the parallel, restriction and relabeling operators, leads to an equivalent XTGraph. The proof can be found in [19] .
Discussion
We described MTCCS, a formal language for defining real-time concurrent systems with data. MTCCS is based on earlier work on a language called MOSCA [27, 28, 29] .
Like for example LOTOS [30] and PSF [20] , MTCCS is founded on a combination of a process algebra with a data description formalism. In these process algebras, data is treated in different manner. There an environment is created that keeps track of substitutions introduced by input actions and local definitions. Our approach explicitly models the state of a system. One advantage of this approach is that it has become possible to use shared data structures. The fact that MTCCS allows shared data has some consequences for the its semantics. If shared data were not allowed, a number of semantics rules could be simplified, significantly reducing the number of actions in the resulting transition system. The actions associated with the idle, let, and if constructs would be superfluous. It may seem that this introduces a lot of redundancy in the model, but most of these actions can simply be optimized away, either directly, or indirectly by means of reduction techniques discussed below. Note that by omitting the state component and the state manipulation prefix, one arrives at a value-passing based model.
The time model of MTCCS is based on that of Timed CCS, which is a simple but effective way to model timed behaviour. The fact that MTCCS also incorporates data, increases the power of our time modeling constructs. It allows for example the expression of intervals in delays, and dealing with elapsed time values as normal data values. To describe data manipulations we use VDM-SL. The work described in this paper is to a great extend independent of this choice. Any data manipulation formalism could be used, as long as it adheres to the same interface.
We showed that for a process algebra like MTCCS it is possible formally derive a graph based model that can be used for verification purposes. This work is part of research efforts aimed at arriving at a specification and verification strategy for MTCCS specifications, based on model checking. The main challenge in applying model checking is in avoiding the state space explosion. An optimal model checking strategy focuses on reducing all three sources of this state space explosion; interleaving, timing, and data. Figure 12 presents an overview of what we think such a strategy could look like. Our work is based on a two-phased approach to verification of MTCCS specifications. First, 
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-data expansion -data abstraction Figure 12 : Overview of the verification approach the compositional MTCCS specification is translated to a global graph-based representation, and subsequently model checking is applied. The transformation defined in this paper serves as a basis for development of more sophisticated techniques that intend to avoid the explosion that comes with the expansion of parallelism [19] . The expansion defined here fully expands the control space of the compositional process algebra specification. We are currently working on combining the transformation with reduction techniques, resulting in considerably smaller intermediate models, reducing the complexity of the subsequent model checking step. This partial expansion will use reduction techniques based on partial order model checking approaches [9, 24] . The final step in this overview is where symbolic model checking is applied. An example of such a technique is symbolic real-time model checking [12, 26] , which focuses on timing aspects and data aspects in the form of linearly changing continuous variables [2] . As stated before our intention is to apply verification to systems with more elaborate data components. Therefore ways have to be found to deal with the state space explosion that is inherent to data elements. One way could be to extend symbolic model checking to other kinds of data components than linearly changing continuous variables, like for example sets. A second approach could be to exploit the symmetry that is present in many data components. Finally one could also use data abstraction techniques [7] , to simplify data components. The disadvantage of such abstraction techniques [7] is that it requires complex human involvement in finding the proper abstractions, which destroys the mechanic character of the model checking approach. However, for certain classes of systems, the use of abstraction techniques may very well be inevitable. For that reason we envision a data abstraction step which simplifies the data component of a system so that symbolic model checking becomes possible.
At present we have developed the mentioned partial expansion technique, and are in the process of implementing it in a tool. As a next step we interested in attacking the other two sources of complexity, timing and data, by applying symbolic model checking techniques [12, 2, 26 ] to our reduced XTGraph models. 
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